
THERMODYNAMICSANDSTATISTICAL PHYSICSProblemsWeek 11. One kilogram of water at 0�C is brought into contact with a large reservoir at 100�C.When the water has reached 100�, what has been the change in entropy of the water, ofthe heat reservoir, and of the entire system consisting of both water and heat reservoir?The heat capacity of water is 4.19 JK�1g�1.2. The enthalpy H of a system is de�ned asH = E + pVThe heat capacity at constant pressure Cp is given byCp = (@H@T )pFind an expression for the di�erence Cp�Cv, where Cv is the heat capacity at constantvolume. Show also that cp � cv = R for one mole of an ideal gas.3. A container is separated into two equal parts by a partition. The right hand partis empty (vacuum) whereas the left hand part contains a monoatomic ideal gas attemperature T1 and pressure p1. The two halves have the same volume V1. The idealgas obeys the equation of state pV = NkT . The container is thermally insulated fromits surrounding.a) The partition is slowly moved to the right so that the gas eventually �lls the wholecontainer. Calculate the temperature T2 of the gas in this state.b) A big hole is made in the partition when placed in its original position. What willbe the �nal temperature T3 after equilibrium is reached?c) Calculate the change of entropy in the two cases.For an adiabatic process pV  = constant. The heat capacity at constant volume CV isfor a monoatomic ideal gas given by 32Nk.4. One mole of CH4 is heated from 300�K to 400�K ata) constant pressureb) constant volumeCalculate the change of entropy assuming that the gas can be considered as ideal.For the above temperature interval it has been found experimentally that Cp(T ) =(18:92 + 0:0555T )JK�1mole�1. 1



5. In order to measure  = cp=cv for an ideal gas, the following experiment is done. Apiston with mass m and area A is brought into small vertical oscillations above thegas. The time � of an oscillation is measured. The oscillations are assumed to be soslow that the gas is in thermodynamic equilibrium at any time. Heat exchange withthe surroundings during the measurement can be neglected. The volume of the gasin equilibrium is V0 and the external pressure is p0. Determine ! [Hints. Use theequation of motion for the piston. Also, observe that (1 + x)p � 1 + px if jxj << 1].6. A gas obeys the following equation of state: p = T �f(V ), where p denotes the pressure,T the temperature,and f(V ) a (suitably chosen) function of the volume V . It putssome restrictions on the heat capacity at constant volume CV . Which of the followingexpressions is (are) possible?a) CV = bTb) CV = bT 2c) CV = bV T 2In all three cases b is a constant.Show also that E = E(T ) for an ideal gas.7. The heat capacity at constant volume CV is very di�cult to measure whereas the heatcapacity at constant pressure can be measured relatively simply. To determine thevalue of CV one, therefore, measures the value of Cp and calculates CV by using therelation CV = Cp � TV �2Kwhere � = 1V (@V@T )pand K = � 1V (@V@p )Tis the compressibility.Prove the above relation.Week 28. A particle of mass m is free to move in one dimension. Denote its position coordinateby x and its momentum by p. Suppose that this particle is con�ned within a box soas to be located between x = 0 and x = L and suppose that its energy is known to liebetween E and E + �E. Draw the classical phase space of this particle, indicating theregions of this space which are accessible to the particle.9. Consider an ensemble of classical one-dimensional harmonic oscillators.a) Let the displacement x of an oscillator as a function of time t be given by x =A cos(!t+ �). Assume that the phase angle � is equally likely to assume any value in2



its range 0 < � < 2�. The probability w(�)d� that � lies in the range between � and�+ d� is then simply w(�)d� = 12�d�For any �xed time t, �nd the probability P (x)dx that x lies between x and x+ dx bysumming w(�)d� over all angles � for which x lies in this range. Express P (x) in termsof A and x. Compare with P � 1=v where v is the velocity.b) Consider the classical phase space for such an ensemble of oscillators, their energybeing known to lie in the small range between E and E + �E. Calculate P (x)dx bytaking the ratio of that volume of phase space lying in this energy range and in therange between x and x + dx to the total volume of phase space lying in the energyrange between E and E + �E. Express P (x) in terms of E and x. By relating E tothe amplitude A, show that the result is the same as that obtained in part a).10. Consider a particle con�ned within a box in the shape of a rectangular parallelepipedof edges Lx = Ly = Lz. The possible energy levels of this particle areEnxnynz = �h2�22m (n2xL2x + n2yL2y + n2zL2z )a) Show, by considering how the energy is changed when the length Lx of the box ischanged quasistatically by a small amount �Lx, that the force exerted by the particleon a wall perpendicular to the x axis is given by F = � @E@Lxb) Calculate explicitly the force per unit area (pressure) on this wall. By averaging overall possible states, �nd an expression for the mean pressure on this wall. Exploit theproperty that the average values n2x, n2y and n2z must all be equal by symmetry. Showthat this mean pressure can be very simply expressed in terms of the mean energy Eof the particle and the volume of the box V = LxLyLz.11. Calculate the number of states available to the particle in problem 10 if its energy isassumed to lie in the range between E and E + �E.12. A harmonic oscillator has energy levels given by" = (12 + n)h�; n = 0; 1; 2; 3; ::::A system consists of N identical independent oscillators. Its total energy is given byEM = (N2 +M)h� where M = NXi=1 nia) Calculate the number of available states for the system with total energy EM .[Hints:Show that the problem is equivalent to �nding the number of permutations of M whiteballs and N �1 black balls, where the white balls correspond to �lled energy levels andthe black balls to the space between the lined up oscillators.]b) What is the probability that a given oscillator has the energy " = (12 + k)h�?Consider in particular the case when N >> 1 and M >> k.3



13. The total energy of N identical independent oscillators is given by E. The oscillatorfrequency is �. Calculate the temperature T of the system and draw a graph showingENh� as a function of kTh� . [Hint: Compare with problem 12a.]14. Assume that there are 
(E) = !(E)�E states in the energy range between E andE + �E. Show that the parameter � = 1kT does not depend on �E.15. Using the same assumptions as in problem 14, show that the entropy's dependence on�E can, for all practical purposes, be neglected for a macroscopic system.Week 316. Show that the two expressions for the entropyS = k ln 
(E)and S = k(lnZ + �E)are equivalent.17. Express the entropy in terms of the canonical probabilities Pr.18. Derive the expression for the canonical distributionPr = e��ErPr e��Erby using purely combinatorial arguments.19. A simple harmonic one-dimensional oscillator has energy levels given byEn = (n+ 1=2)�h!where ! is the characteristic frequency of the oscillator and where the quantum numbern can assume the possible integral values n = 0, 1, 2, 3, ..... Suppose that such anoscillator is in thermal contact with a heat reservoir at temperature T low enough sothat kT=(�h!) << 1.a) Find the ratio of the probability of the oscillator being in the �rst excited state tothe probability of its being in the ground state.b) Assuming that only the ground state and �rst excited state are appreciably occupied,�nd the mean energy of the oscillator as a function of the temperature T .20. A sample of mineral oil is placed in an external magnetic �eld H. Each proton has spin12 and a magnetic moment �. It can, therefore, have two possible energies " = ��H,corresponding to the two possible orientations of its spin. An applied radio-frequency�eld can induce transitions between these two energy levels if its frequency � satis�es thecondition h� = 2�H. The power absorbed from the radiation �eld is then proportionalto the di�erence in the number of nuclei in the two energy levels. Assume that theprotons in the mineral oil are in thermal equilibrium at a temperature T which is sohigh that �H << kT . How does the absorbed power depend on the temperature T ofthe sample? 4



21. The atomic nuclei in a certain crystalline solid have spin one. According to quantumtheory, each nucleus can therefore be in any one of three quantum states labeled bythe quantum number m, where m = 1, 0, or {1. This quantum number measures theprojection of the nuclear spin along a crystal axis of the solid. Since the electric chargedistribution in the nucleus is not spherically symmetric, but ellipsoidal, the energy of anucleus depends on its spin orientation with respect to the internal electric �eld existingat its location. Thus a nucleus has the same energy E = " in the states m = 1 andm = �1, compared with an energy E = 0 in the state m = 0.a) Find an expression, as a function of the absolute temperature T , of the nuclearcontribution to the molar internal energy of the solid.b) Find an expression, as a function of T , of the nuclear contribution to the molarentropy of the solid.22. An ideal monoatomic gas of N particles, each of mass m, is at thermal equilibrium atabsolute temperature T . The gas is contained in a cubical box of side L, whose topand bottom sides are parallel to the earth's surface. The e�ect of the earth's uniformgravitational �eld on the particles should be considered, the acceleration due to gravitybeing g.a) What is the average kinetic energy of a particle?b) What is the average potential energy of a particle?23. A thermally insulated container is divided into two parts by a thermally insulatedpartition. Both parts contain ideal gases which have equal constant heat capacities cv.One of these parts contains �1 moles of gas at a temperature T1 and pressure p1. Theother contains �2 moles of gas at a temperature T2 and pressure p2. The partition isnow removed and the system is allowed to come to equilibrium.a) Find the �nal pressure.b) Find the change �S of total entropy if the gases are di�erent.c) Find �S if the gases are identical.24. A rubber band at absolute temperature T is fastened at one end to a peg, and supportsfrom its other a mass m. Assume as a simple microscopic model of the rubber bandthat it consists of a linked polymer chain of of N segments joined end to end. Eachsegment has a length a and can be oriented either parallel or antiparallel to the verticaldirection. Find an expression for the resultant mean length l of the rubber band as afunction of m. Neglect the kinetic energy and mass of the segments themselves or anyinteraction between the segments.25. Monoatomic molecules adsorbed on a surface are free to move on this surface and canbe treated as a classical ideal two-dimensional gas. At absolute temperature T , whatis the heat capacity per mole of molecules adsorbed on a surface of �xed size?5



Week 426. A very sensitive spring balance consists of a quarts spring suspended from a �xedsupport. The spring constant is �, i.e. the restoring force of the spring is ��x if thespring is stretched by an amount x. The balance is at a temperature T in a locationwhere the acceleration due to gravity is g.a) If a very small object of mass M is suspended from the spring, what is the meanresultant elongation x of the spring?b) What is the magnitude (x� x)2 of the thermal uctuations of the object about itsequilibrium position?c) It becomes impracticable to measure the mass of an object when the uctuations areso large that [(x� x)2] 12 = x. What is the minimum mass M which can be measuredwith this balance?27. An elastic string can be described as consisting of a large number (N) of very shortelements. For each element, two states are possible. In these states, the length of theelement is a+ � and a� �, respectively. The energy di�erence between the two statescan be neglected.a) Calculate the length of the string.b) Consider a situation when one end of the string is attached to a �xed point, fromwhich it is hanging down freely. A small ball with mass m is attached to the lower endof the string. How much will the length of the string increase compared to case a)?The mass of the string can be neglected.28. A rough estimate of the melting point of a metal can be made using a one-dimensionalmodel. Each atom is assumed to move in a quadratic potential well with an energygiven by " = p22m + 12m!2x2:Use classical theory to determine the melting point, assuming that the metal meltswhen x2 =  d, where d is the distance between neighboring atoms.29. The table below shows the speci�c heat for a number of gases. For the monoatomicgases cv is close to 3 cal deg�1 mole�1, whereas for several of the twoatomic gases cv isclose to 5 cal deg�1 mole�1.a) Explain this di�erence.b) For monoatomic and twoatomic gases cv can easily be calculated. Do this! The tabu-lated values correspond to temperatures which are too low for excitations to vibrationalstates.c) Which conclusions do you draw, when you compare your calculated values of cv withthose in the table? 6



Gas cvArgon; A 2:98Helium; He 2:98Mercury; Hg 2:98Hydrogen; H2 4:91Oxygen; O2 5:05Nitrogen; N2 4:95Chlorine; Cl2 6:14Nitric oxide; NO 5:11Carbon monoxide; CO 4:97Hydrogen chloride;HCl 5:0130. In certain types of elongated molecules there are metal atoms aligned in long rows.The metal atoms, which are all of the same kind, have spin 1/2. They have a magneticmoment � pointing in the same direction as the spin. Due to the short range of themagnetic force, spin related interactions between the metal atoms are only importantbetween nearest neighbors. Assume that the spin can only point up or down. The spindirection of atom i is then determined by the value of the spin variable si which takesthe value �1=2 for spin down and 1/2 for spin up. The total magnetic energy for allthe metal atoms can be written E = �4J N�1Xi=1 sisi+1where J is the strength of the magnetic coupling between the metal atoms. An exampleof a possible con�guration is shown below."""""####""#""""###"###Let n denote the number of places where two neighboring spins have opposite directions.In the illustration above there are n = 7 such places.a) Give an expression for the magnetic energy as a function of n.b) Give an expression for the entropy as a function of n.c) What is the number n that minimizes Helmholtz free energy? Draw a simple graphshowing how this number depends on the temperature.31. The vibrational energies of a twoatomic molecule can be writtenEvib = nh� where n = 0; 1; 2; 3; ::::Use this for calculation how much the vibrations contribute to the mean energy andthe heat capacity for one molecule. What is the value of cv when T �! 0?32. Consider an ensemble of N one-dimensional harmonic oscillators. The Hamiltonian isgiven by H = p22m + 12m!2x2Calculate Cv(T ). Investigate in particular what happens in the limits T �! 0 andT �!1. 7



33. A cylinder with radius R and height H contains a monoatomic gas. The cylinder is setin rotation about its symmetry axis. Due to friction between the gas and the walls ofthe cylinder, the gas will start to rotate as well. The atoms of the gas will then feel acentrifugal potential V = �m!2r2=2where r is the distance from the rotational axis, m is the mass of an atom and ! isthe angular velocity. Calculate the mean energy and heat capacity of the gas whenequilibrium is achieved. The cylinder contains N atoms of the gas and the thicknessof its walls can be neglected. What value will the heat capacity approach, when theradius of the cylinder is made very large? How do you explain the result?34. The allowed rotational states of a twoatomic molecule have the energiesErot = I(I + 1)�h22Jwhere the angular momentum I can have the values 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, .... and J is the mo-ment of inertia. Calculate an expression for the partition function. Only the rotationalmotion need to be considered. You may assume that kT >> �h2=2J . Do not forgetthat each rotational state is (2I + 1) fold degenerate!35. A twoatomic molecule like NO has a rotational spectrum"rot = �h22J I(I + 1)where J is the moment of inertia and I is an integer number. Each energy level is(2I + 1) fold degenerate. Consider one mole of such a gas.a) What is the ratio of the number of molecules with I = 0 compared to the numberof molecules with I = 1?b) Calculate how much the rotation contributes to the heat capacity.Week 536. a) Use your knowledge of the partition function Z to derive an expression for theentropy S of an ideal Fermi-Dirac gas. Express your answer solely in terms of nr, themean number of particles in state r.b) Derive a similar expression for the entropy of a Bose-Einstein gas.c) What do these expressions for S become in the classical limit when nr << 1?37. Derive an expression for the entropy at low temperatures for an ideal Fermi-Dirac gas.Hint: Show �rst that F (T ) = 35N�0[1� 5�212 (kT�0 )2 + :::]:8



38. Consider a system of two single-particle levels with energy 0 and ", respectively. Threeparticles are placed in these levels. The energy of the levels does not depend on thespin of the particles. The temperature is such that kT = ". Calculate numerical valuesfor the Fermi energy (use " as energy unit) and for the average number of particles inthe lowest energy level ifa) The three particles have spin 1/2.b) The three particles have spin 0.What causes the di�erence?39. Consider an ideal Fermi gas for which the single-particle energies lie so close that thegrand partition function can be calculated as an integral. Show that pV = 23E. Whatis the corresponding relation for an ideal Boson gas?40. Study the quantum mechanical corrections in �rst non-vanishing order to the ideal gaslaw (pV = NkT ) for systems consisting of fermions and bosons, respectively. Assumethat E��kT is small and make a serial expansion of the Fermi-Dirac and Bose-Einsteindistribution function. Then, calculate the internal energy and use the result of problem39 for calculating the equation of state. (To be observed: Solving the problem requiresquite a lot of work!)41. Electromagnetic radiation at temperature Ti �lls a cavity of volume V . If the volumeof the thermally insulated cavity is expanded quasistatically to a volume 8V , what isthe �nal temperature Tf? Neglect the heat capacity of the cavity walls.42. Apply the thermodynamic relation TdS = dE + pdV to a photon gas. Here one canwrite E = V u where u(T ), the mean energy density of the radiation �eld, is independentof the volume V . The radiation pressure is p = u=3.a) Considering S as a function of T and V , express dS in term of dT and dV . Find(@S=@T )V and (@S=@V )T .b) Show that the mathematical identity @2S=@V @T = @2S=@T@V gives immediately adi�erential equation for u which can be integrated to yield the Stefan{Boltzmann lawu / T 4.43. It has been reported that a nuclear �ssion explosion produces a temperature of theorder of 106 degrees K. Assuming this to be true over a sphere 10 cm in diameter,calculate approximatelya) The total rate of electromagnetic radiation from the surface of this sphere.b) The radiation ux (power incident per unit area) at a distance of 1 km.c) The wavelength corresponding to the maximum in the radiated power spectrum.44. The surface temperature of the sun is T0 (= 5500�K). Its radius is R (= 7 � 1010 cm)while the radius of the earth is r (= 6:37 � 108 cm). The mean distance between thesun and the earth is L (= 1:5� 1013 cm). In �rst approximation one can assume thatboth the sun and the earth absorb all electromagnetic radiation incident upon them.The earth has reached a steady state so that its mean temperature T does not changein time despite the fact that the earth constantly absorbs and emits radiation.a) Find an approximate expression for the temperature T of the earth in terms of theparameters T0, R, r and L. 9



b) Calculate a numerical value for T .45. The radiation e�ect received by Earth from the sun is 1.35 kW/m2. Use this informa-tion for estimating the surface temperature on the planet Pluto. Earth's distance fromthe sun is one astronomical unit (1 au). Pluto's average distance from the sun is 39.5au. You may make the following assumptions: Pluto absorbs all electromagnetic radia-tion hitting the planet. The temperature is the same everywhere on the planet. Thereis an equilibrium state, such that the temperature stays constant although radiation isabsorbed and emitted all the time.Week 646. Show, by expanding Gibs free energyG, that necessary conditions for stable equilibriumarea) CV � 0 (vary T while V is kept constant)b) ( @p@V )T � 0 (vary V while T is kept constant)47. Van der Waals equation of states for one mole of a gas can be written(p+ aV 2 )(V � b) = RTwhere a and b are constants. For a given temperature T , there exist in general twopoints in which ( @p@V )T = 0. In the so called critical point, the two points coincide.Denote the value of the variables in the critical point by an index k.a) Express a and b in terms of Tk and Vk.b) Express pk in terms of Tk and Vk.c) Introduce dimensionless variables T 0 = T=Tk, V 0 = V=Vk and p0 = p=pk . Then,rewrite van der Waals equation in terms of these variables.48. The vapor pressure p (in mm mercury) is for solid ammoniac given byln p = 23:03 � 3754Tand for liquid ammoniac by ln p = 19:49 � 3063Ta) What is the temperature of the triple point?b) Calculate the energies of vaporization and sublimation at the triple point.c) Calculate the energy of melting at the triple point.49. Consider an ideal gas in thermal equilibrium in a gravitational �eld (assume that theacceleration due to gravitation is g in direction �z). Calculate the chemical potential� as a function of p, T and z. Then, use the condition � = constant to determine thefunctional relation p = p(T; z). 10



50. In order to calculate the heat capacity CV of a crystal with N atoms per volumeunit, one may assume that each atom performs harmonic oscillations in three degreesof freedom. Thus, we have 3N harmonic oscillators. Oscillator number n has thefrequency �n and therefore the energy h�n. Such a quantum of oscillation is called aphonon. It obeys Bose-Einstein statistics. Introduce the Debye temperature�D = h�maxk = v0pmaxkwhere v0 is the velocity of sound and p is the momentum. Calculate CV when T << �D.
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